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ABSTRACT Software architecture is crucial in determining success or failure in a variety of software
development and design fields. Typically, as a system evolves, software architecture deteriorates. This
phenomenon is known as architectural erosion. Several studies have addressed architectural erosion based
on different solutions. As a result, the metrics technique is the most prevalent solution for architectural
erosion. Nevertheless, a comprehensive description of architectural erosion metrics remains unorganized and
scattered. This work aims to conduct a systematic mapping to describe and analyze the architectural erosion
metrics to provide an overview of erosion metrics and their current trends. Furthermore, no systematic
attempts have been made on architectural erosion metrics. The final samples of this study were specified
as a total of 43 included papers. Nearly 100 architectural erosion metrics were found. We proposed nine
classifications to address architectural erosion challenges, based on adopted approaches in primary studies.
The metrics of architectural erosion provide strong evidence for identifying decay and a rapid enabler factor
for the adoption of numerous metrics mechanisms to address architectural erosion. The classification of
metrics, which is the first of its kind, benefits researchers and practitioners. However, it can be concluded
that various aspects are still ambiguous and require further research on architectural erosion measures.

INDEX TERMS Architectural erosion, architecture erosion, architecture degradation, architectural degra-
dation, metrics, measures, mapping study.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since late 1989, software architecture has appeared as the
initial conception of the large-widely structures of software
systems. It plays a prominent role in many aspects of software
development: analysis, reuse, understanding, evolution, con-
struction, and management. Practitioners have realized that
having the correct architecture is crucial for system devel-
opment and design [1]. The decisions and principles of the
system to be developed are considered part of the software
architecture [2].

Software architecture is degraded over time as a variety
of factors: code complexity, adding new features, time pres-
sure, fixing bugs, design decisions, accumulating architec-
tural debt, a dependency of the unintended cyclic among
components, and inconsistent requirements, as well as tech-
nical requirements for changes (i.e., programming languages,
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hardware, new platforms, and operating system), all of these
architectural problems may appear quietly and considerably
unobserved and undiscovered unto they grow in the domain
and become hard to maintain [3], [4].

The potential risks that refer to problems in architecture
evolution and quality of systems [5], [6] must be identi-
fied and detected based on an architectural evaluation to
address and predict architectural erosion. Numerous solutions
have been proposed in [7] to combat architectural erosion.
Consequently, the metrics strategy is the most common and
successful among the available solutions [7], [8]. At var-
ious stages of software development, software metrics are
used to capture various software characteristics to improve
and monitor different products and processes in the soft-
ware engineering discipline[9]. The basic logic originates
from this concept ‘‘ you cannot control what you cannot
measure’’ [10].

Despite the vast number of measures and their distribu-
tion across different topics in software engineering, there
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is a need to understand the metrics of architectural erosion
and analyze those metrics that are the most widely used
solutions to determine and comprehend architectural ero-
sion and maintain architectural sustainability due to the lack
of any previous systematic study. This study will focus on
metrics related to architectural erosion. The study aims to
explore the nature of existing metrics by classifying them
regarding software architecture erosion. The architectural
erosion metrics provide substantial help for a faster and
less costly architectural inspection [7]. Since the presence
of risks, defects, and problems that arise in the architec-
ture over time with evolution, metrics will adopt this phe-
nomenon to assess the extent of erosion and predict it before it
occurs.

Several studies have presented metrics as effective solu-
tions to address architectural erosion [6], [7]. Accordingly,
these efforts have yielded many results that need more com-
prehensive reviews and complete details. Furthermore, they
are subject to some criteria to obtain a broad knowledge
that leads researchers and practitioners to establish ideas
and future directions in this field. Nonetheless, as stated
previously, the concept of architectural erosion metrics is
still disorganized and dispersed. Furthermore, based on what
we know, no systematic attempts have been made to clas-
sify and describe the existing studies to provide practition-
ers and researchers with more insightful evidence and a
deeper understanding. Therefore, this paper presents a sys-
tematic mapping analysis on characterizing architectural ero-
sion metrics to determine the existing state of the art in
using erosion metrics and how they are effective in empirical
studies.

The key contribution of this paper presents three folds
different to the domain: Firstly, we identified 43 included
studies to characterize metrics of the architectural erosion,
which no other secondary study found out and can be used
as an inception indicator to broaden knowledge on the topic.
Secondly, we conducted a comprehensive explanation and
in-depth comprehension to gain knowledge about i) classi-
fication of the architectural erosion approaches and identi-
fication of the metrics used in each category, (ii) mapping
the metrics related to software quality, (iii) validation of
architectural erosion metrics and the extent of its level and
case study systems, (iv) used tools supporting for calcula-
tion of degradation metrics, (v) comparative analysis among
the metrics to identify the extent of the effectiveness of the
measures, and (vi) applicability of metrics. Thirdly, we iden-
tified the current study trends in architectural erosion met-
rics to support further investigation and research in this
domain.

The following is how the rest of the paper is organized:
the background of issues of the relevant architecturally is
depicted in section 2. The related work is stated in section 3.
The systematic mapping methodology protocol is planned in
section 4. The results are shown in section 5. The discus-
sion is explained in section 6. The potential threats to the
study’s validity are discussed in section 7. The implications

of research and practice are demonstrated in section 8. The
conclusion is drawn in section 9.

II. BACKGROUND
In order to introduce a correct definition of architectural
erosion metrics, this section presents a brief overview con-
cerning software architecture, architectural erosion, and
software metrics. The definition is demonstrated in the
subsections.

A. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
Software architecture (SA) has been getting attention increas-
ingly since the past decade of the last century. SA plays a
pivotal and essential role within the software engineering
environment, particularly in software development aspects:
understanding, analysis, construction, evolution, reuse, and
management; thereby, it’s a crucial and high-priority factor
to identify success or failure of system development and
design [1], [11], [12].

The SA of the system can be described as the system’s
structures, which include software components, observable
properties of components, and the interactions between
them. [13]. SA is concerned with the high-level structure and
system attributes [14], [15]. It involves and interacts with
software families studying component-based reuse, limited
classes of components, domain-particular design, and soft-
ware analysis [12]. SA can be represented across two perspec-
tives: prescriptive architecture and descriptive architecture.
The descriptive software architecture is concerned with how
the system has been designed as-implemented architecture.
In contrast, prescriptive software architecture is concerned
with design decisions taken prior to system construction as-
intended architecture. Hence, its prominence and representa-
tion have to be led to the initial understanding of the structure
of any software system and analyzing crucial early design
decisions [16].

B. ARCHITECTURAL EROSION
Usually, as a system evolves, the software architecture dete-
riorates. [3], [4]. This problem is not born recently, but it’s
long-standing software engineering. This phenomenon called
architectural erosion [17]–[20], architectural decay [21],
architectural degeneration [19], [22], or architectural
degradation [14], [23], [24].

Architectural erosion can be defined as a continuous diver-
gence between prescriptive and descriptive software architec-
ture as intended and implemented. [14], [23]. It occurs when
the implemented software architecture, representing the sys-
tem’s actual functions, differs from the planned architecture,
representing the system’s original design. Several factors may
contribute to architectural erosion, such as the architectural
change of a system over time [22], developer mistakes, bad
practices [25], disregard of fundamental architectural rules of
a system due to the modification. Consequently, continuing
architectural erosion could shorten the system lifetime or re-
engineering from scratch [25], [26].
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Architectural erosion has a significant negative effect on
software quality and software architecture. It can result
in considerable problems such as increasing software
development costs [27], [28], minimizing software perfor-
mance [29], [30], and declining software quality proper-
ties [31] like maintainability, adaptability, or reusability
because of an erosion factor contributing to software aging.

C. SOFTWARE METRICS
Measurement is considered, as in all other engineering
domains, is pivotal in software engineering to identify, assess,
predict, andmonitor software entities such as resources, prod-
ucts, and processes for evaluating, controlling, improving,
enhancing, and monitoring software quality, productivity,
estimation, accuracy, and reliability [9, 32-35]. Inevitably,
software measurement is prevalent in every process or prod-
uct thereby, and it isn’t easy to control something that cannot
be measured.

According to the ISO/IEC 15939:2017 [36], the mea-
surement process can be defined as a ‘‘ primary tool for
managing, organizing, performing, and evaluating measure
within an overall system, enterprise, or organizational mea-
surement structure. Hence, software metrics are used to
appropriately measure different elements of the life cycle
of software development [37] since it’s an essential task to
a process of software measurement and quality attributes.
Goodman [38] defined software metrics as ’’ the continued
application of measurement-based techniques to the soft-
ware development product and process to provide meaningful
and timely management information, as well as the use of
those techniques to improve and enhance the process and its
products.

A building of product or process for a system must be
subject to quality criteria identified by software metrics.
It explains that software metrics are the main factor for
analyzing the evolution or degradation of the system in
general.

III. RELATED WORK
It is significant to present an overview of prior studies on char-
acterizing the metrics based on different forms of software
architecture erosion.

Baabad et al. [7] performed a systematic literature study
to thoroughly understand the architectural decay within
open-source projects by analyzing the possible reasons,
indicators of decay symptoms, proposed solutions, and
an extent of solutions effectiveness. According to their
research, metrics-based strategies are the most commonly
used solutions. Abdellatief et al. [39] performed a sys-
tematic mapping review (SMR) to provide an overview of
component-based software system (CBSS) metrics. In addi-
tion, they identified proper metrics to measure required
attributes, focusing on elements and approaches utilized to
assess the quality of CBSS from the perspective of the com-
ponent consumer. Staron and Meding [40] surveyed a set of
metrics used for information needs that represent architecture

metrics, technical debt/risk, and design stability. They found
54 metrics in the literature distributed a generic measurement
portfolio regarding the continuous prevalence of the software
design properties and the architecture quality. Tahir et al. [41]
conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) to provide a
comprehensive overview of software measurement programs
(MPs). They highlighted used tools and current measure-
ment planning models for carrying out MPs and mitigation
strategies to encounter the challenges and essential infor-
mation on success/failure factors of MPs. Coulin et al. [42]
performed a systematic literature review on current metrics
that center on the software architecture early in the design
process and over the software’s lifetime for assessing the
quality. They provided architecture metrics to identify its
relationship with some of the quality attributes and the degree
to which these measures represent the quality of architecture.
Stevanetic and Zdun [43] conducted a systematic mapping
study on the relevant measures to the understandability of
architectural structure concepts. These metrics represent the
high-level architectural structures (i.e., measures that work
above the level classes) concerning their relationship to
the system implementation. They classified the metrics in
terms of definitions, mapping quality attributes, measured
artifacts, level of validation, usability, applicability, com-
parative analysis, tool support. This is the only study that
has a significant similarity to our study in terms of the
characteristics of the level of maturity. Still, its fundamen-
tal difference lies in that this study classifies measures in
terms of understandability of architectural structure concepts,
while our study is concerned with characterizing architec-
tural erosion metrics. Mamdouh Alenezi [44] surveyed the
software architecture quality attributes, particularly stability
and understandability of software architecture because sev-
eral metrics affect stability and understandability. This work
paves the way for researchers and practitioners to provide
better ways of investigating andmeasuring the software archi-
tecture quality characteristic. Nuñez-Varela et al. [45] per-
formed a systematic mapping study on source code metrics,
considered a fundamental component in the software mea-
surement process. They provided a comprehensive overview
of an existing state of source code measures and their current
trendy track. They also focused on programming paradigms,
types of systems, programming languages, and benchmarks
systems currently measured by source code metrics. This
study presents proof that source code metrics has a con-
siderable body of research for different computer science
areas, empirical analysis studies to be investigated and pub-
lished for persistent development in source code metrics
research. Koziolek [46] conducted a systematic literature
review on measuring the sustainability of software architec-
ture. He evaluated sustainability through evolvement using
scenarios and metrics and early design using scenarios.
He carefully investigated the appropriateness of current meth-
ods for sustainability analysis and collected a list of more than
40 architecture-level metrics as reported by numerous design
principles.
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TABLE 1. Review summary of prior studies literature.

According to the previous reviews, none performed sys-
tematic mapping analysis or any other type of review research
on characterizing architectural erosion metrics. However,
understanding the nature of the existing metrics assess-
ment about software architecture is necessary to address
architectural degradation. As a result, this study provides
a complete characterization to provide a holistic overview
of existing studies in analyzing and accomplishing software
metrics at the architectural level based on specific research
issues that haven’t been addressed in prior published reviews.
Table 1 demonstrates a summarized comparison between our
study and the previous studies concerning the focus, period-
span, number of primary studies, review method, and domain
covered in the study.

IV. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING METHODOLOGY
A systematic mapping study is a secondary method that
provides a comprehensive overview concerning identifying,
categorizing, and outlining all available research results of a
specific research area [47]–[49]. Systematic mapping studies

focus on an overview of the topic through broad research
questions. In contrast, systematic literature studies (SLR)
focus on a specific topic through the deep analysis of narrow
research questions. Petersen et al. [48] presented a compari-
son between systematic and mapping studies to describe the
goal, process, breadth, and depth to choose the appropriate
study for research. This study aims to provide an overview of
a research field by categorizing measures, mapping quality
aspects to those categories, and validating metrics through
a comprehensive analysis. Therefore, we perform a compre-
hensive systematic mapping study to characterize the cur-
rent status of architectural erosion metrics. We follow recent
guidelines of systematic maps by Petersen et al. [49]. Fig 1
depicts a flowchart of the mapping process followed by us,
confirmed through guidelines and instructions by [48-50].

A. PLANNING PROCESS
The planning process includes sub-processes such as identi-
fying needs, formulating research question(s), and reviewing
protocol.
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FIGURE 1. The systematic mapping protocol process.

1) IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS
Measures are an essential field in software engineering. There
are several classifications of software metrics according to
specific measurement needs, such as architectural erosion
metrics concerned with detecting, repairing, or predicting
problems and defects that affect software architecture. There-
fore, many research papers have been published to cover the
definitions, concepts, and approaches that reduce the problem
of degradation within the software architecture based on the
concepts of metrics. Consequently, it is necessary to obtain
a comprehensive description of architectural erosion metrics
by gathering evidence from current research identified and
discussed in this study.

2) RESEARCH QUESTIONS
It is necessary to define research questions for the systematic
mapping study since it is the basic idea to identify the scope
and concepts of knowledge. One of the most critical steps
in the mapping studies protocol process is determining and
formulating the research question. The research questions and
their motivation are shown in Table 2.

3) REVIEW PROTOCOL
To perform systematic mapping studies, Petersen et al. [49]
and Kitchenham and Charters [50] identified a review
protocol method to choose without randomly and indi-
vidually based on the researcher’s intuition and antici-
pation, which lead to a bias in research is likely to
occur.

The following processes are included in the review
protocol: (i) generating research questions, (ii) develop-
ing a search plan, (iii) selecting study criteria and proce-
dures, (iv) evaluating quality criteria for collected studies,
(v) extracting relevant data, and (vi) synthesizing and
analyzing the extracted data. The phases of the review pro-
tocol for this study are depicted in Fig. 2.

B. CONDUCTING PROCESS
Once the planning process has been determined, the con-
ducting process begins through sub-processes which include
generating search strategy, studies selection relevant to the
defined questions to be primary studies at the end, and the
quality assessment.

1) SEARCH STRATEGY
Generating a research strategy is crucial since it provides
satisfactory results regarding coverage of studies, provided
that a strategy generation is accurate and comprehensive.
We also performed a manual search strategy to ensure that
no articles correlated to the research question were miss-
ing, as indicated by [51, 52]. A search mechanism includes
search string and searching resources venues. Fig. 2 sum-
marizes the review protocol, including the mechanism of
search strategy, which consists of manual and automatic
searches.

a: SEARCH STRING
To construct a search string that is relevant to the subject,
we should follow the guidelines and instructions given by
Petersen et al. [49] and Kitchenham and Charters [50], which
involve: a) obtaining main terms by deriving them from the
research questions; b) searching for abbreviations, spellings,
alternate words, and synonyms for any of the major terms;
c) Investigating for the aforementioned prior steps by match-
ing keywords in any relevant research study; d) constructing
search strings with the Boolean operators ‘‘OR’’ and ‘‘AND’’.
The ‘‘OR’’ operator is used to connect synonyms, alternative
words, and abbreviations. While ‘‘AND’’ is used to connect
the main terms. e) merging the main terms to construct the
ultimate search term.

The researchers specified the question structure based on
the experimental design, outcome, intervention, and popula-
tion to improve the design of the key terms, as declared below:
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TABLE 2. Research questions.

• Population: Software architecture.
• Intervention: checking of architectural erosion metrics.
• Outcomes: improved reliability of metrics in detection,
repair, or prediction of the architecture decay

• Experimental Design: Empirical studies, experimental
studies, and case studies.

Once the search string terms have been gathered and made
sure regarding some tests that were performed to identify the
validity of terms of search string on the chosen libraries, the
following comprehensive search terms were selected in this
study:

[(‘‘Architectural drift’’ OR ‘‘Architectural problem’’ OR
‘‘Architectural Smell’’ OR ‘‘Architectural degradation’’ OR
‘‘ Architectural erosion’’ OR ‘‘Architectural inconsistency’’
OR ‘‘Architectural decay’’ OR ‘‘Architectural anomaly’’
OR ‘‘Architectural violation’’ OR ‘‘Architectural debt’’ OR
‘‘Architectural change’’ OR ‘‘Architecture drift’’ OR ‘‘Archi-
tecture degradation’’ OR ‘‘Architecture erosion’’ OR
‘‘Architecture decay’’) AND (‘‘measure’’ OR ‘‘metric’’
OR ‘‘measurement’’ OR ‘‘evaluation’’ OR ‘‘quantitative’’
OR ‘‘assessment’’)].

The prior search terms were approved based on our prelim-
inary reading of a few scientific articles, particularly those
recently published, as well as our familiarity with standard
search terms.

Except for the web of science and SpringerLink libraries,
the search string term was checked in the specific digital
libraries by the keywords, abstract, and title per a study,
whereas the full text tested the search string term because the
advanced search by keywords, title, and abstract is not easy
and straightforward to use.

b: RESEARCH RESOURCES
Choosing the searching resources venues plays a crucial role
in the result determination effectively of the mapping study.

Therefore, the researchers must identify the locations of the
research resources that are entirely compatible with the top-
ics of their research, whether the resources are specialized
towards specific research or the resources that are compat-
ible with all research’s specializations due to the nature of
the design of the comprehensive research resource mecha-
nism. In this study, seven databases were used in the search
scope. These digital database libraries are the most common
and efficient to perform systematic studies in the software
engineering context.

The first step is to conduct an automatic search across
seven databases, as shown in Table 3. The second step is
to conduct a manual search using the backward-forward or
snowballing search approach to find related studies among
the primary studies that have been chosen. [53]. Finally,
the Google Scholar engine was also employed to define
related studies citations based on the selected primary
studies.

2) STUDIES SELECTION CRITERIA
The selection criteria target all related articles in our system-
atic mapping study, including exclusion/inclusion criteria and
procedure of primary study selection.

a: INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA
The inclusion and exclusion criteria aim to ensure that the
selected studies are more related to the defined research
questions. In addition, this criterion was determined to find
unique papers relevant to the study.

Many research papers were discovered during the search
process (such as journals, conferences, chapters of books,
workshops, symposiums, and other research papers). In this
study, the inclusion criteria select the papers published until
the end of 2020. Articles in the editorials, research propos-
als, summaries of tutorials, controversial corners of journals,
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FIGURE 2. Review protocol stages.

poster sessions, and panels were excluded. The published
articles as short papers were also excluded. The research
papers written in English were included, while those not

written in English were excluded. In addition, research arti-
cles related to architectural decaymetrics, whether the answer
has a direct or indirect correlation with the research question,
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TABLE 3. Online databases.

were included. Articles that were irrelevant to answering
the research questions, on the other hand, were excluded.
Table 4 summarizes the papers’ inclusion and exclusion
criteria.

b: PROCEDURE OF PRIMARY STUDY SELECTION
The first search process extracted an elementary list of
articles, including 1463 (as demonstrated in Fig. 2). Then,
the first author performed the primary studies selection,
and the other authors investigated the selection process to
identify the extent of consistency. In this case, several steps
were performed to determine the inclusion of the articles
that related to the topic and exclusion the articles that are
irrelevant to the topic through following the guidelines by
Kitchenham and Charters [50], Petersen et al. [49], and devel-
oping search strategies including some recommendations to
find out the related studies [53], [54].

Concerning conduct processes, in the first process, the
exclusion and inclusion criteria were applied to get the con-
clusive studies, which refined 430 relevant articles (as shown
in Table 4). In the second process, screening duplicated stud-
ies was eliminated using the Endnote reference manager,
which resulted in 195 articles. The abstract and title were
read in the third process to determine whether or not the
article was relevant to the defined research question, yielding
100 articles. In the fourth process, reading the full text to
assess the article for making the final decision to be included
or excluded, refined 40 articles. There might be duplicate

articles in terms of content; thereby, the journal article has to
be included instead of the conference paper as long as it is up-
to-date. In the fifth process, a snowballing search strategywas
used to track references and citations of approved studies to
ensure no relevant study was missing, which found five arti-
cles in the first repetition. In the second repetition, five papers
were investigated, and no further studies were found [52]. The
search alert was applied for all the search resources presented
(as shown in Fig 2) to know the relevant papers published
after the first date research, ensuring no further articles were
found. In the final process, the quality assessment of the
articles was applied to evaluate the content of the article
concerning quality, and three studies were excluded because
they do not meet the criteria for quality questions evaluation
shown in Table 6. Consequently, the total of the included
studies was specified in this study, encompassing 43 primary
studies after applying the exclusion and inclusion criteria
(as illustrated in Fig. 2). Table 5 presents the details of the
primary studies of our research.

3) STUDY QUALITY ASSESSMENT
As mentioned in the general criteria for inclusion or exclu-
sion [49], [50], it is essential to reconsider the primary
studies regarding study quality assessment. An evaluation
of the study quality was applied to investigate whether
quality differences illustrate differences in the accuracy of
study findings. The checklist method was formulated to
evaluate the primary study’s quality based on the defined
research questions and extracted data. The purpose of the
study quality assessment is to decide whether or not to
include a study in order to ensure the quality of the
study.

The first author conducted the study quality assessment,
and the other authors investigated the included studies for
quality assessment. Additionally, a dialogue was also held
between the authors to discuss and agree on the point of
disagreement.

The study quality assessment was partitioned into three
levels: High, Medium, and Low. The scores per question
were specified in three portions. The first portion, number 1,

TABLE 4. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
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TABLE 5. Details of primary studies.
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TABLE 5. (Continued.) Details of primary studies.

TABLE 6. Quality assessment criteria.

denotes a quality criteria achievement perfectly and com-
pletely. The second portion, number 0, denotes not perform-
ing anything from the declared quality criteria in the second
portion. The last portion, number 0.5, denotes partial fulfill-
ment of the criteria. Table 6 shows the quality assessment
criteria.

Afterward, implementing quality criteria, scores of six
criteria were gathered, and the scope of the three levels was
identified for quality assessment. If the range is between the
scores 5.0 – 6.0, this means a high level; and if the range is
between scores 4.5 - 3.5, this means a medium level; and if
the range is between the scores 2.5 – 3.0, this means a low
level. Consequently, most of the scores were of a high level,
while three studies were excluded because they did not Fulfill
the bounded criteria. In Fig. 3, the classification of studies
is demonstrated after implementing the quality criteria for
the stated three levels. The scores of the quality assessment
criteria for primary studies were explained in Appendix A.

4) DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS
Once the selected studies have been approved and evalu-
ated to be applied to the mapping study, the data extraction
is begun from the primary papers to write down all the
relevant data required to address the defined research ques-
tions. To simplify the data extraction process, we followed

FIGURE 3. Distribution of study quality assessment levels.

guidelines in the study [49], [50] to use data design forms
that contribute to refining the list of required attributes for this
study. Table 5 describes the selected studies’ reference details
(SID, Title, Author, Year, and Publication source). Finally, the
data extraction of the required attributes list was applied to
43 primary studies with a summarized description of all the
attributes listed in Table 7. The extracted data of the required
attributes list was stored in Endnote reference manager and
the MS Excel spreadsheets
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TABLE 7. Data extracted attributes list of the primary studies.

It is significant to identify whether the results obtained can
be synthesized in line with each specific research question
regarding data synthesis. The data synthesis can contain the
quantitative data if the data converge on a particular indicator
that has thoroughly influenced the outcome. Data synthesis
can contain descriptive data (non-quantitative). In this study,
data were extracted to include descriptive data (e.g., used
metrics, proposed used approaches, mapping quality, the con-
text of the metrics, tool support, and validation process) and
quantitative data (e.g., the extent impact of metrics accuracy
with respect to addressing issues of the architectural decay).

V. RESULTS
In this section, the results obtained according to the research
questions that have been answered by the selected primary
studies shown in Table 2 will be presented.

A. RQ1) WHAT CLASSIFICATIONS AND METRICS HAVE
BEEN ESTABLISHED FOR ASSESSING ARCHITECTURAL
EROSION?
To address RQ1, we conducted an exploratory study of all
used approaches of architectural erosion metrics. Based on
our exploratory study, which is shown in Table 8, we clas-
sify the methods to architectural erosion analysis into nine
categories established on the analysis of two criteria for the
primary studies (i.e., the study objective and the approach
adopted to address architectural erosion): Historical data
revision, Architectural bad smells, Architecture modular-
ization, Architectural change, Architectural technical debt,
Architectural dependency coupling, Architectural cohesion,
Architectural complexity, and Analysis of software architec-
ture size. All these classifications are defined in Appendix C.

Our classification makes it possible to determine the
metrics related to each architectural erosion type. This clas-
sification of metrics is defined using the prioritization of the
proposedmetric of an empirical study based on two identified
vital criteria: 1) metric repeatability in used approach, which
means a measure is considered to be repeatable by how many

FIGURE 4. Number of metrics by classification.

this metric in stated classification is performed 2) obtained
positive value, which refers to what extent the value is being
met positively. Fig 4 summarizes the number of metrics per
classification.

Regarding the adopted of approaches classifications, archi-
tectural dependency coupling analysis represents 26.66%,
of all included studies, architectural bad smells 17.33%,
architectural change 12.00%, architectural complexity
9.33%, architecture modularization, architectural technical
debt, and analysis of software architecture size 8.00%, while
architectural cohesion 4.00%. These categories are clarified
by a number of papers in Fig 5.

Figure 5 depicts metrics distribution in terms of classifying
architectural erosion we considered. It shows that architec-
tural dependency coupling analysis is measured by 24.17% of
all well-chosen metrics from studies, making it most widely
used for developing a mechanism of metrics approaches to
address issues of architectural erosion. In addition, the archi-
tectural change is measured by 13.18%; architectural bad
smells are measured by 12.08%; historical data revision and
architecture modularization are measured 10.98%; analysis
of software architecture size is measured by 9.89%; archi-
tectural complexity is measured by 7.69%, while architec-
tural technical debt and architectural cohesion are measured
by 4.49%.
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TABLE 8. Adopted metrics and approaches classifications.

FIGURE 5. Number of papers by classification.

B. RQ2) WHICH METRICS HAVE BEEN MAPPED TO EACH
QUALITY ATTRIBUTE?
The results indicate that most of the metrics directly relate
to the mapping of quality attributes to address architec-
tural erosion by investigating the quality attributes of the
architecture. Therefore, we assess ranking criteria of metrics
mapping based on two identified key criteria [96]: 1) mea-
sure’s significance in terms of reliability, which refers to
the study’s primary goal in terms of identified architectural
quality attributes. 2) repeatability, which refers to what extent
the metric is being used or applied to the quality properties to
address the erosion.

The mapping process for the metrics used to identify qual-
ity characteristics is based on the general goal of architectural

erosion that quantitatively estimates more profound quality
attribute problems.

The results also indicate that analyzability, modularity,
modifiability, and maintainability are the most investigated
measures to address the degradation. Additionally, some
quality characteristics have less effect than the above-stated
characteristics, such as usability, understandability, reusabil-
ity, reliability, and performance efficiency. Themetrics abbre-
viations are defined in Appendix B. Table 9 summarizes
mapping metrics to the architecturally relevant quality
attributes.

The results also show the metrics with the highest number
of occurrences used for architectural quality qualities in
resisting erosion and identifying essential measures and their
function for addressing the issue of architectural decay. The
results also indicate that metrics such as FAN-OUT, FAN-IN,
the coupling between objects (CBO), afferent coupling (Ca),
and efferent coupling (Ce), size metrics such as line of
code (LOC), number of clusters (NOCL), number of classes
(NOC), and weighted methods per class (WMC), and Lack
of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) are most commonly used
metrics among the various attributes of architectural quality.
Table 10 shows the metrics occurrences among the different
quality attributes.

C. RQ3) WHAT ARE METRICS VALIDATION CRITERIA IN
THE CONTEXT OF ARCHITECTURAL EROSION?
Assessing the validation of metrics in software engineering
is vital for understanding, controlling software development
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TABLE 9. Mapping metrics the architecturally relevant attributes.

TABLE 10. Metrics with the highest number of occurrences.

practices, and helping build quality into software in the
erosion metrics validations. As a result, evaluating architec-
tural erosion metrics entails finding defects in a system and
determining whether it will be eroded or evolved based on
various criteria.

1) RQ3.1) WHAT VALIDATION APPROACHES ARE USED FOR
ARCHITECTURAL EROSION?
Each metric must be validated in the software measurement.
There are two approaches to software metrics valida-
tions: theoretical and empirical validations [97], [98].
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The theoretical validation refers to details on the mathemat-
ical and statistical operations that may be done with the
measure, which is significant when dealing with it. While
empirical validation refers to the extent to which a test’s,
models, or other construct’s accuracy can be shown through
systematic and experimental observation (i.e., the collection
of supporting research evidence) instead of theory alone.
Figure 6 depicts the two approaches of software metrics
validations.

FIGURE 6. Depicts the two approaches of software metrics validations.

We classified the studies into four categories concerning
the validation approaches for these architectural erosion met-
rics: theoretical validation, empirical validation, complete
validation (i.e., both theoretical and empirical), and no val-
idation (i.e., neither empirical nor theoretical). The last two
classifications were established based on primary study anal-
ysis and derived from similar studies to assess the validity of
metrics [43], [46].

The results show that all of these included studies involve
only the complete validation or empirical validation. In con-
trast, the empirical validation represents 79% of the studies
that followed these metrics for this validation. In compari-
son, the complete validation represents 21%. The theoretical
and no validation have not been stated in these included
studies independently. Furthermore, empirical validation in
some studies [S02, S03, S16, S18] shows that some metrics,
such as the Sqale index, Sqale debt ratio, IIPU, IIPE, IIPUD,
IIPED, and AEL have no positive impact on contributing to
address architectural erosion. Table 11 demonstrates valida-
tion approach types.

TABLE 11. Validation approach types.

2) RQ3.2) WHAT THE VALIDATION LEVEL AND CASE STUDY
ARE APPLIED TO ARCHITECTURAL EROSION METRICS?
Concerning the validation level that indicates how well the
metrics have been empirically validated, we classified the
studies into four levels: small experiment shows the metrics
that have been empirically validated using one system or a
few small to medium-sized systems, large experiment the
metrics that have been empirically validated using many
small to medium-size systems or one / few large systems,
independently validated metrics indicate the metrics pro-
posed by some researchers have been successfully validated
by other authors team, and their applicability to the specific
context has been confirmed, and unknown experiment indi-
cates the metrics that have been empirically validated using
unspecified detail of target systems. These classifications
were inspired based on supported evidence research as shown
in [43].

The results show that the large experiment is the most com-
monly used to apply metrics. In contrast, the large experiment
represents 58%, the small experiment represents 30%, inde-
pendently metrics validated represents 7%, and the unknown
experiment represents 5%. Table 12 shows the validation
level for included studies.

FIGURE 7. Common case study of systems among limited studies.

The findings also indicate three categories’ systems for the
case study employed in the research: open-source, industrial,
and unknown systems. The case study of open-source sys-
tems is the most frequently applied to the proposed architec-
tural erosion metrics. Thus, open-source systems represent
58%, industrial systems represent 21%, and unknown sys-
tems represent 21%. Table 13 shows the case study systems
that have been validated in the studies. Furthermore, some
studies may apply a mixture of the case study of the systems
such as what appears in the studies [S05], [S14], [S20], and
[S29], whether they are open-source, industrial, or unknown
systems. As seen in Fig 7, it represents the number of systems
used in each study.
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TABLE 12. Validation level.

TABLE 13. Case systems type.

3) RQ3.3) HOW COULD THE EXTENT OF METRICS
EFFECTIVENESS AMONG SEVERAL STUDIES BE IDENTIFIED
BASED ON COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS?
To identify the comparative analysis regarding the effective-
ness of the metrics, whether, within the same study or when
compared to another study, The findings show a wide range
of efficiency when it comes to analyzing the metrics for
studying a given topic of architectural erosion. The study
[S02] compares several metrics to describe the classes con-
tributing to architectural decay. Clarifying a predominance
a2a metric on a critical deficiency of the widely used MoJo
FM metric was the focus of the study [S08]. In the study
[S09], a comparative analysis is conducted with Abdeen’s
metrics (AbdeenMod) against Martin’s package level metrics
through Logistic Regression (LR) model.

The reliability of the decoupling level measure (DL) in
comparison to the propagation cost (PC) and independence
level (IL) metrics was investigated in the study [10]. In the
study [S17], they are comparing the inspection-based strat-
egy with an ad hoc metrics-based strategy overall. Finally,
the study [S18] compares traditional detection metrics with
architecture-sensitive metric strategies.

The underlying principle is included in all measurement
approaches and methodologies that may be used in the vari-
ous analysis, whether in one study or across multiple inves-
tigations. As a result, it’s critical for researchers to select

TABLE 14. Tools used for calculating architectural erosion metrics.

software metrics for deterioration architecture that most
closely fits and provides detection capabilities for the study,
particularly In the early stages of development.

D. RQ4) ARE THERE TOOLS THAT SUPPORT
AUTOMATICALLY CALCULATING ARCHITECTURAL
EROSION METRICS?
Some research directly disclosed the tools used to automate
calculating metrics. These tools provide a set of metrics for
engineers and researchers to compute an accurate value that
can detect the architecture and code problems.

The results also indicate several different tools regarding
the number of metrics involved and the number of their use
frequency within the studies based on the importance of the
particular tool and the approaches designed to address an
issue.

The Understand tool represents the most considerable
used portion among other tools within the included stud-
ies. In addition, CKJM, SonarQube, PMD, FindBugs,
and Together tools significantly impact researchers due to
the effectiveness of the metrics in which implemented.
Table 14 illustrates the tools used for calculating architectural
erosion metrics.

E. RQ5) WHAT IS THE REPRESENTATIVE APPROACH FOR
THE METRIC CONTEXT USED?
Concerning the outline context and methodology of the met-
rics so as to identify the used representation model during
data analysis, we tend to classified all the studies into three
approaches of the context of the metric supported the identi-
cal classification in [43]: i) internal structure-based metrics,
which refer to metrics based on the internal structure and
their relationships of the higher-level artifacts (components,
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TABLE 15. The approach of the metrics type.

modules, packages, etc.), ii) specific model-based metrics
which refer to metrics that are defined using a specific
representation or model of the system’s structure, iii) and
graph-based metrics which refer to metrics for a certain sys-
tem that is based on a graphmodel as a set of nodes and edges.

The results show that the internal structure-based metrics
are most widely used in the context of the metric according
to included studies, while specific model-based metrics play
a prominent role in the context of the metric for identifying
representation of a specificmodel within the system structure.
Graph-based metrics have no significant impact on architec-
tural erosion despite the importance of the context of these
metrics used in other software architecture concepts. The
approaches to the types of the specified metric are shown in
Table 15.

F. RQ6) TO WHAT EXTENT ARE THE METRICS APPLIED IN
THE CONTEXT OF ARCHITECTURAL EROSION?
Regarding the essential parameters to identify the extent of
applicability of these metrics within the context of archi-
tectural erosion considering what proportion usage or future
prospects provided by the authors, we classified these param-
eters into three criteria: i) future prospects and usage,
which means only a small amount of knowledge about
future prospects of metrics applicability, ii) requiring further
improvements which means to provide a research analysis
that can be applied in future studies, but it still needs to be
improved or additional evaluations for suitable assessment
criteria, and iii) successful applicability which means the
measures can be used successfully in real-world applications.

The results indicate that 90% of studies represent the appli-
cability of the metrics in real projects successfully, 5% of
the studies contribute to useful analysis that can be applied
for future directions of the research but still need further
improvements and experiments or more logical assessment
criteria to be applied in real-world applications, and 5% of
studies concern about obtaining some information to clarify
the future prospects and usage of the applicability of the
metrics. Fig 8 demonstrates the three essential parameters of
metrics applicability.

FIGURE 8. The extent of the applicability of the metrics within the context
of architectural erosion.

VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, the discussion of the findings that have already
been shown in the results section based on research questions
and the study’s goal will be analyzed. Additionally, some
recommendations will be stated to identify future research
directions in this domain.

A. CLASSIFICATIONS AND ADOPTED METRICS (RQ1)
We observed classifications and defined metrics per category
based on our exploratory study to address the issues of archi-
tectural erosion. This classification reveals the diversity of
proposed architectural erosion solutions based on the adopted
approaches by the authors in their studies. Furthermore, this
classification provides researchers with analyzing methods
that would open a wide field for them to address architec-
tural erosion from several different perspectives, including
the combination of these classifications or approved met-
rics to provide solutions that could have a higher impact
or efficiency than current solutions. This classification also
reveals for researchers and practitioners the ambiguity on
studying the phenomenon of erosion directly concerning the
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methodology used to address this phenomenon. The classi-
fications of the architectural dependency coupling analysis,
architectural bad smells, and architectural change represent
the familiar picture of most of the approaches and meth-
ods proposed by researchers to address the phenomenon of
erosion than other classifications, due to the several metrics
that are included in these classifications, as well as several
studies that are based on the analysis of relationships and
dependencies among architecture artifact of abstraction level
(such, model, package, file).

Regarding the defined metrics per classification, the archi-
tectural dependency coupling analysis has several metrics
compared with another classification. This classification of
dependency coupling metrics is the most commonly used and
popular among the other metrics. It can be stated that these
measures, by their nature, are focused on linking and con-
necting components, files, modules, packages, classes, and
methods with each other. This is made the researchers focus
on dependency coupling metrics to calculate metric values
between the architecture files. In addition, the classifications
of architectural change and architectural bad smell comprise
several metrics that may be similar to the study of erosion
with the dependency coupling analysis. The remaining met-
rics of other classifications may address the architectural ero-
sion in a few approaches proposed by the authors. Still, they
will not achieve the same high level as the three categories
stated.

B. MAPPING METRICS TO EACH QUALITY ATTRIBUTE
(RQ2)
We observed that the quality attributes representing
maintainability, analyzability, modularity, reusability, and
modifiability are the most addressed by researchers in their
study by linking metrics to them to address architectural
erosion. It reveals that these attributes are all fall under
the maintainability attribute, which represents the degree
of effectiveness and efficiency with which a system can
be altered to evolve, correct, or conform to changes in the
environment and requirements. Although some studies [S03],
[S05], [S07], [S09], [S10], [S14], [S15], [S25], [S29], [S32]
have linked the metrics mapping to maintainability attribute
since the researchers’ correlated metrics of the maintenance
efforts with the relationship of architectural erosion in general
without broaching the sub-feature specifically.

The architectural structure is measured by knowing
its deterioration or evolution through its maintainability
attributes and sub-features. We also revealed that other qual-
ity attributes impact the extent of the erosion of the architec-
ture, such as understandability, performance efficiency, and
reliability. Still, this effect is not considered when compared
with the maintainability attribute and its sub-features.

We also observed that metrics with the highest number of
occurrences between the various quality characteristics are
dependency coupling and size metrics. This explains that the
dependency coupling metrics play a significant role in identi-
fying the architectural erosion based on the description of the

stated attributes, and it also indicates an ability of analysis
depth of these metrics for addressing the degradation and an
extent of providing sufficient results, especially FAN-OUT,
FAN-IN, afferent coupling, and efferent coupling metrics.
We also revealed that the role of size metrics has a significant
effect on identifying architectural erosion compared with the
dependency coupling metrics. From this, we conclude that
it is possible that if these metrics are integrated with more
than one metric rather than investigating them in isolation
through a broader and deeper analytical way, it will provide
critical importance results to address architectural erosion.
Therefore, this is a new trend in the future of our study,
whereas these metrics will be evaluated after the appropriate
integration among them to form the appropriate model for
determining the eroded or evolved architecture based on the
measures.

C. VALIDATION OF THE METRICS (RQ3.1)
We observed that the validation approach involves complete
validation and empirical validation. In contrast, the other two
validation approaches, theoretical and no validation, have not
been stated in any study. This explains that the empirical
and complete validation is closely related to the metrics
mechanism’s nature. It is impossible to conduct a theoretical
validation for architectural erosion metrics without empirical
validation. From this point, researchers must identify the
appropriate validation mechanism for any topic to address the
issue.

The empirical validation, which represented the majority
of included studies, is the majority because the metrics can-
not be empirically applied unless they can be theoretically
applied. This is what combines the two types. Therefore,
it does not need to be theoretically proven to validate the
theoretical type, but it is possible to prove theoretically to
clarify the content of metrics work.

Several researchers have focused their efforts on validat-
ing the extent to which metrics are efficient in detecting
architectural problems that cause erosion. Some metrics that
were found out in studies [S02], [S03], [S16], [S18] did not
provide sufficient impact and results for addressing architec-
tural erosion and disclosing architecturally relevant concerns,
but that does not indicate they are insufficient or unsuitable
for this concept. Thus, some metrics have been evaluated in
more than one study, such as instability metric in the study
[S03] has no impact in terms of analyzing the correlation
between architecture changes, decay, and the presence of
vulnerabilities while in studies [S06] and [S25] provided
generally significant results, especially when it is accurately
identified in efferent coupling (Ce) and afferent coupling (Ca)
metrics. We also observed that the architectural debt metrics,
represented Sqale index and Sqale debt ratio metrics in the
study [S02], are entirely inadequate in describing classes
contributing to the architectural inconsistencies. However,
they may have a significant impact when used on a concept
of appropriate importance concerning various architectural
problems.
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This is an important open issue for researchers to conduct
further studies and validate some metrics and apply them to
many concepts subject to the architectural erosion concept
to ensure the extent of metrics sufficiency, especially when
applied to different systems in terms of domain architecture
type and size.

D. VALIDATION LEVELS (RQ3.2)
We found out that the large validation experiment was the
majority among other validation levels. This explains the
reliability of the obtained metrics results since that validation
depends on many systems, whether small or medium-sized
or a few large systems. Also, some researchers used metrics
to verify architectural erosion based on the metrics proposed
by some researchers that other authors have successfully
validated, and their applicability to the specific context has
been confirmed. This also reveals that the validation level of
these metrics clearly presents its work and extent to its appli-
cability has been appropriately carried out, thereby reducing
the extent of themetrics results biased to address architectural
erosion.

We also observed that most of the case study of the sys-
tem used is open-source systems because these systems are
available and easily accessible. In addition, some studies
validated the results reliability of the metrics using a com-
bination of the case study of systems between open-source
systems, industrial systems, and non-described systems used
in previous studies, as shown in Fig 7. This explains that some
researchers generalize the results using different domains,
sizes, and architecture types.

Although most studies have validated these metrics based
on extensive experiments, researchers have a considerable
opportunity to conduct more research on integration from dif-
ferent system contexts such as academic and student systems
that are not addressed in prior studies depending on different
sizes of fields and architecture types.

E. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY THE
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE METRICS (RQ3.4)
Considering the effectiveness of the metrics among each
other based on the comparative analysis performed by many
researchers, whether in their study or a comparison with other
studies through different metrics, we observed that the com-
parative analysis would either be built on metrics strategies
generally without indicating to specific metrics as in studies
[S17], [S18] or metrics will have to be distinguished from
the rest of the metrics in terms of efficiency, the supported
specific tool for them and the particular issue in which the
metrics can provide essential results as in studies [S02],
[S08], [S09].

This explains that the metrics strategies generally may
explore the comparison by highlighting the element and effort
required to evaluate the architectural erosion regardless of
metrics that may provide desired results. The concept is
confined to the general strategy to which all metrics are
subject.While comparison analysis may study onemetric and

another to determine the reliability and reasonable accuracy
of predicting errors, improving performance, and responding
to identify the extent of the architectural erosion.

F. USED TOOLS FOR CALCULATING THE ARCHITECTURAL
EROSION (RQ4)
Based on the tools that appeared to be used within the
included studies, we observed that most studies did not state
the tools when calculating metrics. However, this does not
mean that the validated metrics did not involve any tool,
which explains that there are metrics used within the tools
in the studies. At the same time, the same metrics were used
in other studies without specifying the used tool, such as the
instability metric.

We also observed that there are metrics or what is called
the metrics strategy has been stated in general, and indication
to the tool that includes these metrics within another study
by specifying the reference as in the study [S16]. We also
found out that the tool may be incorporated into the integrated
development environment (IDE), which leads to ambiguity,
especially for new relevant readers to the topic. Therefore,
researchers may not realize this issue when writing their
articles.

G. APPROACH OF THE METRICS CONTEXT (RQ5)
We observed that an approach classification of the metric
context was divided into internal structure-basedmetrics, spe-
cific model-based metrics, and graph-based metrics. We have
relied on the study [43] concerned with software metrics to
measure the ability to understand the architectural structures
to make the classification due to convergence of the two
studies in terms of the distribution of metrics to capture the
big picture of the system architecture.

We also noticed that the context of the metric represented
by internal structure-based metrics was most commonly and
frequently used in the studies than other approaches of the
context of the metric. This reveals the internal structure-based
metrics based on higher-level artifacts (i.e., components,
files, systems, projects, modules, packages) and their rela-
tionship. Thus, the answer to (RQ1) regarding the metrics
mechanism approach indicated that most of the reviewed
papers were based on analyzing relationship correlation
between issues relevant architecturally or inconsistencies
based on metric values.

Concerning graph-based metrics, the software artifacts and
their interaction represent a set of nodes and edges.

Although the inherent simplicity of graph-based metrics
and their use widely in software engineering, it appears a
scarcity within metrics of architectural erosion. This may
explain its inadequacy significantly, ormany researchers have
not studied them for identifying architectural deterioration.

H. APPLICABILITY OF METRICS (RQ6)
We observed that the applicability of metrics is divided into
three significant parameters. The results revealed that the
applicability of the metrics within real-world applications
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represents the majority of studies through a considerable
percent exceeding 90% compared to the rest.

This explains that the applicability of these metrics to real
systems has provided a strong indication and motivation for
many researchers to adopt addressing architectural erosion
through the metrics strategy of various levels and types.
Therefore, it could be that the concept of metrics strategy
to present as a solution that has a significant impact when
compared with other solutions as was demonstrated in our
prior study [7], because of the widespread use and prevalent
applicability of metrics successfully, whether a solution of the
metrics strategy is being applied as isolation or combination
with other mechanisms to provide a solution integration of
importance or reduce the defects for some metrics.

As for good analysis that requires further improvements
and experiments, we noticed a small percentage within the
studies. Instead, it represents only two out of 43 studies. Nev-
ertheless, sound analysis and a context of importance were
presented to pave the applicability of these metrics’ types
within the real projects by conducting further improvements
and experiments to identify positive or negative effects.

VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE
Since our key objective was to characterize metrics of the
architectural erosion based on the profound analysis in terms
of investigating validation approaches and levels, mapping
erosionmetrics to each quality attribute, identifying the appli-
cabilitymetrics, comparative analysis conducted to determine
the effectiveness of metrics, and specifying a tool-supported
for calculating architectural erosion metrics thereby a map-
ping study provides implications for researchers and practi-
tioners on characterizing the architectural metrics as follows:

The study presented the mechanisms of adopted metrics
approaches that have been shown to address the issues of
architectural erosion. In contrast, it shows that the relation-
ship analysis between components of architecturally related
issues is essential among researchers for adopting a mech-
anism of the metrics approaches used. Thus, further stud-
ies need to be conducted from several aspects, factors, and
several different metrics to identify the correlation and the
extent to which software architecture negatively or positively
impact. Practitioners should recognize all the mechanisms of
effective metrics approaches to avoid the problems leading to
architectural erosion, particularly the beginning of the design
and analysis of systems architecture.

Based on the approaches used by the authors in their
primary studies, the classification reveals a variety of pro-
posed architectural decay solutions. This classification pro-
vides researchers with analyzing methods that will allow
them to handle architectural erosion from various perspec-
tives, including the combination of these classifications or
approved metrics to provide solutions that may have a more
significant impact or efficiency than current solutions. Fur-
thermore, the classification also reveals to researchers and
practitioners the ambiguity in studying erosion directly in
terms of the methodology used to address this phenomenon.

Mapping metrics to quality attributes to identify architec-
tural erosion lies considerably in maintainability, analyzabil-
ity, modularity, reusability, and modifiability, representing
the degree of effectiveness and efficiencywithwhich a system
can be altered to evolve and correct or conform to changes in
the environment and requirements. Also, the highest number
of metrics occurrences between the various quality character-
istics appeared dependency coupling and size metrics. This
reveals that there is an open opportunity for researchers to
shed light on the quality characteristics that affect the archi-
tecture in terms of degradation or evolution, as well as the
high-impact metrics and the change between metrics and the
appropriate characteristics to study the relationship, impact,
and change that may occur on the architectural software based
on the composition of the metrics and quality attributes that
are directly related to the determination of the erosion or
evolution of the architecture.

The study revealed that the empirical and complete valida-
tion approaches are considerably applied to themetrics mech-
anism and validation level described by extensive validation
experiments. Thus, researchers must identify the appropriate
validation mechanism for any topic to address an issue. From
this point, one direction for a considerable opportunity for
researchers to conduct more empirical research addressing
this issue to overcome the defined implementation of the ana-
lyzed approaches in practice [99] based on the combination
from different system contexts such as academic and student
systems that are not addressed in prior studies in terms of
various sizes, fields, and architecture types.

The comparative analysis performed by many researchers
through different metrics in their study showed a significant
lack of empirical validation. However, few studies appear
to be concerned with the comparative analysis, and the sur-
prising thing is that metrics strategy generally refers to a
comparison analysis of metrics. Therefore, this is an open
opportunity that provides researchers to conduct further stud-
ies on comparative analysis to identify important factors
that may provide highly desirable results, such as the effort
required for assessing architectural erosion, identifying rea-
sonable accuracy in terms of detecting errors, and predicting
critical architectural problems, improving performance and
responding to determine the characterization of the extent of
architecture erosion.

From an academic point of view, we did not find in the
included studies that the maximum benefit of the tool was
offered when calculating the metrics using the tools, but
rather that it was limited to focusing only on specific metrics
and calculating them through a supported tool. This explains
why these tools have not been provided with a comprehensive
concept to investigate the importance of the tools and their
strength in comparison to each other and to achieve the
maximum benefit, including determining the development or
erosion of the architecture using metrics in which it included.
Thus, several researchers have only dealt with the tools
that include metrics to achieve the required study and data
analysis.
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VIII. THREATS TO VALIDITY OF THE STUDY
Although our study was performed following the predefined
set of protocol rules that might reduce the research bias
within the mapping study, threats affect the study’s valid-
ity concerning the correlation between the conclusion and
results obtained. For example, we can identify some threats
represented by search incompleteness, a process bias, and
inaccuracy in data extraction and synthesis. These threats are
described as follows:
Internal Validity: the threat of incompleteness research lies

in the comprehensiveness of the research process and the
obtaining studies relevant to the defined research question in
this study. The study indicated [100], [101] that the common
threat is implementing the appropriate research mechanism
by exploring search terms related to the specific topic of
the study and identifying the relevant studies to answer the
particular research question. Therefore, we tried to maximize
internal validity using convenient online libraries involving
relevant studies. Thus, seven well-known online libraries
were identified, such as Science Direct, Web of Science,
Springer, Scopus, Wiley. Additionally, ACM, IEEE libraries
are specialized in our domain, including all journal and con-
ferences articles. We also looked for ways to increase internal
validity by identifying, researching, and exploring everything
related to search terms, synonyms, abbreviations, and alter-
native words to form an adequate and sufficient research
chain from all scientific papers that have been previously
identified to reduce research bias as much as possible. Also,
the snowballing search strategy was implemented based on
the backward and forward concept of the included studies to
discover the relevant articles that may be missed in the case
of the research chain that did not appear in these articles.
Construct Validity: this threat lies in a bias of the process

and inaccuracy in data extraction and synthesis. We tried
to maximize the construct validity to mitigate process bias
through a protocol of the study was identified and planned
to make sure a mutual understanding, relevant research ques-
tions were chosen. In addition, explicit inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria were specified, which may occur when the
authors conflict about understanding a process and obstruct
reaching common agreements. We also attempted to max-
imize the construct validity to mitigate inaccuracy in data
extraction and synthesis that requires an understanding of
the topic to avoid inaccurate information can be introduced,
as the threat of data extraction lies in the inference of non-
explicit data from detailed data in the included studies. The
first author extracted the primary studies’ data, then passed
them on to the other authors to evaluate.We already identified
attributes of the necessary data extraction to gather informa-
tion and established a checklist to arrange and investigate the
needed information based on a discussion among researchers
to reduce the gap difference between them andmaximize data
extraction and synthesis accuracy.
External Validity: this threat concerns the extent to which

a study’s findings can be generalized in relation to the map-
ping study’s key objectives based on the papers chosen.

TABLE 16. Study quality assessment checklist.

By ensuring the representativeness of the included stud-
ies, we attempted to maximize results’ generalization using
the systematic protocol. Furthermore, we organized research
steps to obtain a comprehensive representation that could
be used to view all contexts. As a result, the study findings
concerning thorough knowledge of the architectural erosion
metrics domain were deemed to meet the validity of all
studies on the topic.

IX. CONCLUSION
In this article, we conducted a systematic mapping study
on characterizing metrics of architectural erosion. The key
objective was to systematically describemeasures that related
to the architectural decay to analyze adoptedmetrics from dif-
ferent perspectives: identifying mechanism of adopted met-
rics approaches to address the issues of architectural erosion
and their classification, describing the mapping metrics to
each quality attribute that addressed by researchers in their
study by relating metrics to them to handle architectural
deterioration, exploring the validation approaches and levels
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TABLE 17. Metrics, definitions.
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TABLE 17. (Continued.) Metrics, definitions.
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TABLE 17. (Continued.) Metrics, definitions.

TABLE 18. Approaches, to, categorizing, architectural, erosion, metrics.

that associated with the nature of the metrics mechanism,
using tools that support metrics of the architectural erosion,
investigating comparative analysis to identify the effective-
ness of the metrics, and approach of the context of the metric,
and extent of the applicability of metrics.

We pursued implementing search protocol through seven
online libraries (Science direct, web of science, ACM, IEEE,
Willey, Scopus, and Springer). Several processes and criteria
were applied to reach the studies related to the research
question in our research. A total of 43 primary studies were
specified to characterize measures of architectural erosion.

The analysis revealed that metrics could be used directly
or indirectly to address architectural erosion, defined as the

study of change or the development of a phenomenon to
determine this deterioration. This led to the classification of
architectural decay into several categories, as seen in this
study, all of which serve to address this phenomenon.

The analysis also revealed that metrics of architectural
erosion have a strong relationship with the quality attributes
that identify success or failure in the architecture software.
It has also been observed that the architectural erosion
metrics are a rapid, vital feedback enabler that is primary
in meeting software architecture quality. Also, this study
found that measures of the architectural erosion in software
quality attributes centralize on maintainability, analyzability,
modularity, reusability, and modifiability that are the most
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attributes addressed by researchers in their study since the
strong correlation between these properties and identification
of the degradation. Finally, this study presented evidence
that architectural erosion metrics provide several research
approaches for detecting or predicting architectural erosion
problems.

We assert that the findings of SMS could benefit the
practitioners and researchers to identify and understand the
nature of architectural erosion metrics, as well as their
approaches adopted and classification to provide evidence for
the future direction of the research, significantly narrow the
gap between industry and academia and address the current
challenges

It can be concluded that mechanisms of adopted metrics to
address the architectural erosion are still open research issues.
Therefore, there is a need for further studies on measures of
the architecture decay based on various aspects: new metrics
establishment based on the particular set of metrics to adopt
a new approach that may enhance from the detection of the
architectural degradation, conducting different experiments
to ensure applicability and utility of themetrics, and assessing
the metrics development that map with the quality factors
related to architectural erosion that appeared in this study
with a fewmetrics such as usability, efficiency, and functional
suitability.

APPENDIX
APPENDIX A
See Table 16.

APPENDIX B
See Table 17.

APPENDIX C
See Table 18.
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